A Centrality Detector Concept
Concept

Centrality is a crucial characteristic of HI collisions.
In all current experiments it is estimated in a model-dependent way, and may
have correlations with other measured observables (centrality bias).
In a collider there is a unique opportunity to measure centrality as Npart=2A-ΣAf
Using the collider as a mass-spectrometer for spectator fragments one can
determine ΣAf for each event by measuring the spectator Af/Zf ratio and charge.
Lighter fragments have smaller Af/Zf ratio and are swept away from the equilibrium
beam.
Current studies are based on the RHIC structure.

What is a “spectator”?
Spectator is defined as
a baryon or a fragment,
not produced in the HI
collision at |y|>5.
|ybeam| = 5.36

Two generators are
used in this study:
• DPMJet
• QGSM
They produce different
Npart distributions.
The Npart distributions are compared to the Glauber
MC. The generators differ from the Glauber
distribution; DPMJet shows better agreement.

Generators
One can compare the number of free
spectator neutrons between data and
the generators. The generated
distribution are shown in the upper
two panels, and the data from the
ZDC detector installed at RHIC is
compared to them in the lower panel.
None of the
generators
reproduces
data perfectly,
The two generators also
but DPMJet is
produce different fragments closer.
at all centralities. This
difference affects the
detector performance
parameters.

Results

Reconstructing Spectators
Spectators are measured by their displacement downstream
Collider distortions are small
Larger distortions arise from
Fermi motion.
Longitudinal: ~1/√(3Af)pF/mN
Transverse: ~√2/√(3Af)pF/pz

Spectator displacements in 3
detector stations. Each station is
designed to measure a different
Af/Zf range
Detector cannot measure
centrality if a heavy fragment
(Af>>1) misses it.
Three areas in the plot are:
Af>>1 missing on 2 sides
Af>>1 missing on 1 side
Area of efficiency.

Detector efficiency and resolution are shown below.
Detector becomes efficient for Npart>15. This strongly
depends on the fragmentation and location of the 3rd
station.
Resolution is the same or better than for currently used
techniques, but does not use model assumptions and
has no bias to produced particles.

Resolution and efficiency increase with √sNN
Forward detectors open
many other physics
possibilities and can be
used to characterize the HI
collision in many other
ways, e.g it can measure Ψ1
Estimated dΨ1 ~1.1rad.
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